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ABSTRACT
The Synthetic Theory of Evolution is the most unifying theory of life science. This theory has dominated scientific thought in
explaining the mechanisms involved in speciation. However, there are some omissions that have delayed the understanding of some
aspects of the mechanisms of organic evolution, principally: 1) the bridge between somatic and germinal cells, especially in some
phylum of invertebrates and vertebrates; 2) horizontal genetic transferences and the importance of viruses in host adaptation and
evolution; 3) the role of non-coding DNA and non-transcriptional genes; 4) homeotic evolution and the limitations of gradual
evolution; and 5) excessive emphasis on extrinsic barriers to animal speciation.
This paper reviews each of these topics in an effort to contribute to a better comprehension of organic evolution. Molecular findings
suggest the need for a new evolutionary synthesis.
Key terms: Evolution, non-transcriptional genes, viruses, homeosis, epigenesis, imprinting, neo-Lamarckism, sympatric speciation.
INTRODUCTION

The synthetic theory of evolution is considered the most
unifying theory of life science. This theory is mainly based
on neo-Darwinism, particularly on Mendelism, population
genetics, mutations, natural selection, gradualism, and the
central dogma of molecular biology. These are key topics to
explain genome changes, speciation phenomena, and
biodiversity.
Neo-Darwinism roots are found in August Weissmann’s
theory of continuity of the germplasm. Weismann
established that organisms have two sets of cells:
somatoplasm and germplasm. In the latter, there are
particles or biospheres associated with chromosomes
responsible for the transmission of inherited characters.
Thus, Weismann laid the foundations of chromosome theory
of inheritance. He rejected Lamarck’s theory of acquired
characteristics, and challenged all these ideas of the natural
selection theory of Charles Darwin. Thus, Neo-Darwinism
emerged, by adding Weismann’s theory of the continuity of
germplasm (East, 1929; Darlington, 1937).
The rediscovery of the principles of Mendel by Hugo de
Vries, Carl Correns and Erich Von Tschermak strengthened
Neo-Darwinism, and with the contributions of Fisher,
Wright, Haldane, Dobzhasky, Mayr, Simpson, Stebbins and
Huxley, “Population Genetics” and “The Synthetic Theory of
Evolution” emerged. Since its origins, this theory has
dominated the minds and thoughts of scientists in explaining
the mechanisms involved in the phenomenon of speciation.
However, important omissions have prevented a full
understanding of the processes involved in organic
evolution. Especially, there is little consideration regarding:
1) the lack of a bridge between somatic and germinal
eukaryote cells, 2) lateral genetic transferences performed by
plasmids and viruses in the genome of eukaryotes, 3) the
lack of a holistic concept of the gene, determinism, and
genetic reductionism, 4) non-coding DNA, 5) epigenesis, 6)
homeotic mutations and the genetics of development, and 7)
sympatric speciation.

The goal of this article is to discuss these topics to
contribute to a better understanding of the mechanisms
involved in organic evolution.
The absence of a bridge between somatic and germinal cells in some
phylum of invertebrates and the heredity of somatoclonal variation

One of the assumptions of population genetics is that genes
are vertically transmitted to the progeny according to the
laws of Mendelian inheritance. In this context, and based on
Weissmann’s barriers between somatic and germinal cells,
only genetic changes that take place within gametes are
inherited by the next generation. Nevertheless, in many
invertebrate organisms there are no barriers between somatic
and germinal cells. For example, in the phylum porifera (sea
sponges) and coelenterata (medusa) there are no
differentiated germinal lines. Sexual sponge cells originate
from a cellular group denominated choanocytes and
archaeocyte amoeboids that have several functions, such as
obtaining, digesting, and transporting food, besides sexual
and asexual reproduction. In the phylum Echinoderms, there
is a germ line with late differentiation during embryonic
development (Storer and Usinger 1966; Ruppert and Barnes
1996). Thus, changes in the genetic material of somatic cells
could be inherited in the next generation under a neoLamarckian model of heredity by natural somatoclonal
variation. Somatoclonal selection frequently occurs naturally
in angiosperms through rhizomes, tubers, and stems
(Hoffmann, 1998). Although we know a great deal about
natural cloning, there is still much to learn about vegetative
propagation and its evolutionary implications. Due to great
advances in genetic engineering and biotechnology, the
meaning of genetic changes has been verified with
somatoclonal cells and somatic embryogenesis through plant
improvement (Ahuja, 1988; Mohan et al., 1988). In addition,
this occurs in many primitive phylum of invertebrates, such
as porifera, coelenterata, platyhelminthes, nemertinea, and
bryozoa, by alternating sexual and asexual reproduction;
either by cell dispersion, transversal excision, or budding.
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New organisms may arise through all these processes (Storer
and Usinger, 1966, Ruppert and Barnes, 1996). There is a
great regenerative power existing in some of these species,
for example the planarian (Turbellarian); any piece of a body
may develop into a new entire being (Legner et al., 1976).
In a chapter entitled The Heredity of Acquired Characters of
his book The Scientific Basis of Evolution (1943), Thomas H.
Morgan stated: “It is not known if the new work in the field
of genetics is a mortal blow to the old doctrine of the
inheritance of acquired characteristics. The old doctrine held
that a modification of the body’s cells, produced during
development or in adult stages by external agents, is
inherited. In other words: a change in the character of the
somatic cell determines a change in the germ cells.” Morgan
then gave arguments to prove the fallacy of the inheritance
of acquired characteristics, using stable heritable traits in
Drosophila. Undoubtedly, many such arguments are solid and
indisputable, but genomic sequencing shows that the
genome of many eukaryotic organisms have retrovirus genes
that have firstly parasitized somatic cells. According to
Steele et al., (1998) the barrier between somatic and germ
cells can be sorted through retrovirus and could be
responsible for paternal transmission of acquired
immunological tolerance.
Horizontal genetic transferences and the importance of viruses in the
host’s adaptation and organic evolution

In the classic models of population genetics and heredity,
small effect mutations are the most important cause of
evolutionary novelty by which natural selection acts. With
McClintock’s discovery of transposable elements in maize,
the mechanism of variability became more horizontal.
Mobile elements regulate genetic action (Mc Clintock, 1950,
1951) and could also have evolutionary implications through
the induction of hybrid dysgenesis and sympatric speciation
(Syvanen, 1984). Salvador Luria in 1959 postulated that
temperate bacterial viruses might play a role in the evolution
of the host (Villarreal, 1999). Stebbins and Ayala (1986)
provided new data and a modern reinterpretation in order to
expand the Synthetic Theory of Evolution. In that
publication these author said: “When new genes arise by
duplication, both the original and the duplicated genes have
the tendency to be transmitted coupled to the offspring of
the organism where the duplication was produced.
However, a variant of this process has been discovered that
constitutes one of the ways, apparently countless of the
evolution at the genetic level. Occasionally, the gene is found
in a species and the duplicated gene is present in a distant
phylogenetic species. This phenomenon is called horizontal
transfer of DNA as it passes from one species to another and
co-existing with it. This horizontal genetic transmission is
opposed to vertical transmission from parents to children
through gametes. The real mechanisms for horizontal gene
transfer are unknown. Probably, the vector could be small
ring-shaped chains of DNA called plasmid, capable of
transporting hereditary material from one cell to another.”
With the advent of genetic engineering, we now know that
plasmids and viruses are vectors in the framework of
recombinant DNA technology. The impact of these lateral
transferences between bacteria and primitive eukaryotes on
organic evolution has been detected in the new tree of life

described by Carl R. Woese (1998). According to this new
tree, there are three domains: bacteria, archaea, and eukarya.
Unique vertical transfer of genes among these domains is not
consistent. It was expected that eukarya, with the exception of
mitochondria and chloroplast genes, should have only genes
from archaea. However, this is not the case, because
eukaryotes often have genes from bacterial origin that are
not related uniquely to respiration and photosynthesis
(Doolittle, 2004).
Horizontal gene transfer has been described in detail in
cases of bacterial transformation mediated by viruses
(restricted and generalized transduction). Bacteria have
obtained a significant proportion of their genetic diversity
through the acquisition of sequences from distantly related
organisms. These lateral transfers have effectively changed
the ecological and pathogenic character of bacterial species
(Ochman, et al., 2000, Bardarov, 2002).
The human genome shows evidence that genes were
laterally transferred into the genome from prokaryotic
organisms. About 40 to 113 genes have been found to be
exclusively shared by humans and bacteria and are
examples of a direct horizontal transfer from bacteria to the
human genome (Salzberg et al., 2001, Villarreal 2001). In
addition, many transposable elements in the human
genome, such as LINES, SINES (long and short interspersed
sequences), are clearly related to endogenous retroviruses
(ERV) embedded in the host genome. As well, some DNA
polymerases from eukaryotes have a viral origin (Villarreal,
2000, Villarreal 2001). Human chromosome 21 carries 225
protein-encoding genes, but also carries 2000 ERV elements.
About 5% of the human genome contains retroviral and
related sequences, similar to proportions exhibited by other
species (Prak and Kazazian, 2000; Tristem, 2000), while a
lower proportion of human, genome (about 2%) contain
structural genes.
As part of the host genetic heritage, ERV are
transmissible to the next generation in a Mendelian model.
Their abundance in animal genomes and their expression in
primarily germ cells, embryonic tissue and cancer cell lines
raised the question of their biological significance
(Prudhomme et al., 2005). The presence of ERV in humans
and in the placenta of other mammals has been known for
the past 25 years, but the significance of this observation is
still not fully understood. It is probably that ancient
trophoblastic ERVs had a role in the evolution and
divergence of all placental mammals (Harris, 1998).
All mammalian genomes have specific and distinct sets of
ERVs and much greater numbers of defective retroviral
derivatives, suggesting that mammalian genomes were
colonized by specific lineages of ERV soon after placental
species radiated from one another. The human genome
project indicates that there are thousands of human ERVs
that seem to comprise 24 families. Humans have both ancient
and newly acquired versions of ERVs, which distinguishes
humans from close primate relatives. Mammals are
phylogenetically congruent with their ERVs, whereas birds
are not. Most mammals express their corresponding ERVs in
placental and embryonic tissues. This expression is needed,
possibly for immune suppression and other vital
developmental processes. ERV forms part of the placental
immunosuppressive barrier between mother and fetus, and
their expression prevents the rejection of the fetus by the
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maternal immune system. This has solved a major problem
of live birth (viviparous) placental mammals. It could also
play a role in the origin of adaptive immune systems in
animals (Venable et. al, 1995, Villarreal, 1997, 1999, 2001,
2003; Prudhomme, et al. 2005). Therefore, these ERV viruses
have a symbiotic relationship with the host.
A similar example of ERV has been described in DNA
viruses of parasitic wasps. Mutualistic relationships with
polydnavirus have been described in the families Braconidae
and Ichneuminidae. The DNA virus is integrated into the
parasitoid wasp host genome and seems to be the first
documented example of an integrated, nonretroviral DNA
virus in insects, and vertically transmitted as a provirus
(Fleming, 1991). These viruses are formed only in calyx cells
in the ovary of the wasp (Wyler and Lanzrein, 2003). When
female wasps implant their eggs into host caterpillar larvae,
the viruses are released into the body cavity of a lepidoptera
host, suppressing the immune system. This allows the
survival of the wasp eggs and larvae to develop into new
adults. In this way, polydnavirus in wasps plays a role as a
nurse cell by surrounding the eggs and larvae and blocking
the caterpillar host’s anti-parasite defense response
(Villareal, 2001).
These examples in humans and wasps show that not all
viral infections are pathogenic. Many viruses can infect their
host persistently throughout the host’s lifetime without
disease. Such viruses can bring the viral seeds of genetic
creation into their host (Villareal, 2001, 2003).
Nucleotide sequencing of DNA polyadenvirus has
revealed a complex organization, resembling a eukaryote
genomic region more than a viral genome. Although
endocellular symbiont genomes have undergone a dramatic
loss of genes, evolution of symbiotic viruses appears to be
characterized by extensive duplication of virulence genes
coding for truncated versions of cellular proteins (Espagne et
al., 2004).
The importance of heterochromatin, epigenesist, non-coding DNA, and
non-transcriptional genes

In the framework of the VIII International Congress of Genetic,
in 1949, Richard Goldschmidt finished his oral presentation
about “ heterochromatic heredity” with the next question:
“Should hetrochromatic mutation be considered a major
factor in macroevolution?”. However, in the synthetic theory
of evolution framework, these ideas were not accepted.
Evolutionists at that time focused their attention on
euchromatic regions where protein coding genes are located.
Years later, with the advent of the central dogma of
molecular biology, structural genes became even more
important in evolutionary genetics. In this conceptual space,
the gene was strictly considered as a sequence of nucleotides
that resulted from a protein. The rest of the genome was
considered “useless genetic material” or “genetic junk”.
Heterochromatin, where DNA satellite repeats are
located, mediates many diverse functions within the cell
nucleus, including centromere functions, gene silencing,
and nuclear organization. Recent studies identified
methylation of the histone H3 tail as a post-translational
marker that affects acetylation and phosphorylation of
histone tail residues, and also acts as a recognition signal
for binding of heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (Dillon and
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Festnstein, 2002). These persistent non-genetic alterations in
chromatin have been named epigenetic changes (Dang et al.
2009). The post-translational modification of histone tails
generate a “ histone code” that defines local and global
chromatin states; the resultant regulation of gene function
is thought to govern cell fate, proliferation and
differentiation (Stral and Allis, 2000). Other epigenetic
methylation markers in the histone 3 (H3) in eukaryote X
chromosomes have been correlated to active gene
expression and also to gene silencing (Lachner et al., 2001,
Nakayama et al., 2001). Regulation of X inactivation in
mammals is another classic example of epigenetics. The
original choice of which X chromosome will be inactivated
occurs early during embryogenesis. Inactivation is random
in those cells that form the proper embryo, whereas the
paternal X chromosome is always chosen for inactivation in
those cells that will form extraembryonic tissues (Park and
Kuroda, 2001). This last epigenetic mechanism is an example
of a genomic imprinting, similar to those described in sex
determination of Coccids (Insecta) (Brown, 1964, 1966).
In recent years, DNA sequencing has revealed that the
human genome comprises 3 billion base pairs, but only
approximately 2% correspond to protein coding genes or
structural genes. There are other functional genes in this
area, such as ribosomal RNA and transfer RNA. The
remaining 98% are non-coding DNA located in
heterochromatic areas and repeated DNA. Studies of
molecular genetics have shown that these non-coding DNA
are useful for the organism and have been called, in a holistic
concept, “non-transcriptional genes” (Frías, 2004). Thus, in a
broad concept of genes, they correspond to coding or noncoding sequences of DNA that have a role in the body.
Therefore, telomeric genes, centromeric genes and origin of
replication genes are located in these repeated DNA areas
(Frías, 2007a). Recently, non-coding RNA essential in genetic
regulation has been discovered and in Pearson’s opinion
(2006) they could be called “genes”. At present we know that
many non-coding RNA (small RNA and interference RNA)
are important in genetic expression. Many of these doublehelix RNA have a viral origin (Lau and Bartel. 2003).
Prokaryotes and virus have only structural genes that are
also present in all eukaryotes. Therefore, these genes can be
considered as “precursor genes” or “lower genes”
(plesiomophies) of evolutionary processes. Nontranscriptional genes, present only in eukaryotes, are more
advanced or higher genes (apomorphies) (Frías, 2007a).
In recent years, studies of speciation have principally
focused their attention to DNA sequencing in order to find
molecular diagnostic characters at the species level.
Molecular phylogenies do not always coincide with
morphological phylogenies (Bitsch et al., 2004, Rubinoff and
Holland, 2005). Species description is still based on
morphology, but molecular tools applied to phylogenetic
analysis can be a good complementary approach to infer
evolutionary relationships.
The homeotic mutation and the limitation of gradual evolution

Classically, mutations with small effects have been very
important to explain gradualism in organic evolution and
biodiversity. Homeotic mutations that regulate the
development of eukaryotes were not considered initially in
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the synthetic theory of evolution. Homeosis is a term coined
by William Bateson in 1894 in his book Materials for the Study
of Variation. Homeotic mutation explains the replacement of
a segmental structure by another during development, for
example: eye-stalks and antennae (Goldschmidt 1945a). In
1915, Calvin Bridge found the mutation Bithorax in
Drosophila. Years later, Goldschmidt described several
homeotic mutations in D. melanogaster, particularly those in
podoptera, antenna-pedia mutation, tetraltera mutation
(transformation of wings into halteres), and tretaptera
(transformation of halteres in wings) (Goldschmidt 1945b,
1945c). In his book, The material basis of evolution Goldschmidt
proposed a new theory of organic evolution based on these
homeotic mutations and introducing the concepts of
macroevolution and microevolution (Goldschmidt 1943).
Goldschimidt thought that these macromutations explain
speciation (macroevolution) by changes in the development
of organisms. But this view was not considered by
contemporary evolutionists (Dobzhansky, 1940). The
cornerstones of the synthetic theory of evolution are
microevolution and gradualism, based on mutations with
small effects (poligenes). The microevolutionary mechanisms
are the same as those that operate at different levels of
species and explain the existence of higher taxonomic
categories (macroevolution) such as genera, families, orders,
class, phylum etc.
But, for Goldschmidt, microevolutionary mechanisms do
not explain the formation of species, they only generate
polymorphism in populations that are frequently reversible.
Homeotic and systemic mutation are fundamental factors on
the origin of new species and on other higher taxonomic
categories. Many homeotic mutations are not adaptive while
others could be. For instance, the mutation of
ophthalmoptera described by Morgan in D. melanogaster,
which appears as large inflated expansions, usually
originating in the eyes, is not an adaptive mutation in
Drosophila. Nevertheless, in several species of the genus
Phytalmia (Haplostomata, Phytalmiidae) the male is adorned
with expanded outgrowths from its eyes, bearing a
remarkable resemblance to the more extreme types of
ophthalmoptera found in Drosophila. Thus, these homeotic
mutations, which are monstrosities in Drosophila, appear as a
normal taxonomic feature of the other fly (Goldschmidt and
Lederman-Klein, 1959). Many other exaggerated structures
have been described in insects, generally seen in males, that
are useful for sexual selection (Whittington, 2006; Emlen and
Nijhout, 2000).
Currently the works of Garcia-Bellido (1977) and Lewis
(1978) on Drosophila homeotic mutations have become
fundamental to explain the genetic basis of development and
evolution in eukaryote organisms (Carroll, 1995). Homeotic
genes are highly conservative and have an important role in
the regulation and expression of the gene during the
development of eukaryotes. These genes are found in the
most primitive invertebrates, vertebrates and plants (Busch
et al., 1999 Shenk et at., 1993) and also in the human genome.
Major genes are Hox and Pax genes that produce
disturbances in early development. The human Hox genes
show homology with homeotic box genes of Drosophila. Pax
genes contain a nucleotide sequence called paired box,
originally described in a segmentation gene in Drosophila
(Solari, 1999).

In most taxa, genotypic changes are morphologically
manifested to cause evident phenotypic discontinuities in
different populations. Based on these discontinuities and
fossil evidence, the paleontologists Eldredge and Gould
(1972) postulated the theory of punctuated equilibria; an
alternative to phyletic gradualism. However, sometimes,
morphological changes are minimal, resulting in cryptic
species complexes. In these cases, the greatest differences are
found in the behavior of individuals. The evolutionary leap
is not morphological, but rather behavioral and ecological
and the new mechanism of reproductive isolation is premating.
Another aspect that has not received sufficient attention
in neo-Darwinism is changes in morphology due to
heterochrony and epigenesis during development. Conrad
H. Waddington and Richard Goldschmidt warned about this
exclusion in a timely manner, but their claims were not
considered by other contemporary scientists (Reig, 1991). A
few years later, Gould (1977) proposed a model primarily
based on development acceleration (hypermorphy) or
retardation (neoteny). Both processes cause morphological
discontinuities and could give rise to new species (Frías
2009).
Excessive importance to extrinsic barriers in animal speciation

The mode of speciation in natural populations is a central
problem in the synthetic theory of evolution. In The Origin of
Species Darwin considered speciation as synonymous to
evolution and that one species proceeds pre-existing species.
Romanes (1897) called speciation the transformation of a
species over time and its multiplication in the space (Mayr,
1949). There is consensus that new species arise when new
reproductive mechanisms, post-copulatory or precopulatory, appear and suspend the gene flow among
populations. However, there is no consensus if these new
isolating mechanisms arise in sympatry, allopatry or
parapatry. Thus, a problem in speciation is understanding
the origin of intrinsic isolating barriers that prevent the gene
flow in sympatry. Another task is understanding which
evolutionary forces produced these barriers (Coyne and Orr,
2004). The allopatric model is the most widely accepted
model of speciation in the framework of the synthetic theory
of evolution. Ernest Mayr was the architect this model, in
which interest has focused on geographic speciation ( Mayr,
1949, Mayr , 1968). This model is designed as a process of
change in a biological system due to external forces. The
existence of an extrinsic barrier is a prerequisite to the
emergence of new reproductive isolation mechanisms and
new species (Mayr, 1949). Therefore, this is a mechanistic
model in which animal behavior does not have a role
without a prior interruption of gene flow among populations
by an extrinsic barrier (Reig, 1991). Considering that several
million species have been described and many others have
not yet been described, there are not enough geographical
barriers to explain the origin of new intrinsic isolation
mechanisms and speciation in allopatric conditions.
Apparently the allopatric model is not the most
parsimonious model to explain speciation. Intrinsic
mechanisms of species, such as homeosis, chromosomal
rearrangements, development genetics, epigenesis, and
behavioral imprinting could be the most common to explain
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the origin of new isolation mechanisms and speciation in
sympatry or in semi-geographic conditions.
As an alternative to allopatric speciation, Benjamin Walsh
(1864) offered a theory in which a host race of phytophagous
insects evolves in sympatry. In The Origin of Species, Darwin
emphasized Walsh’s idea of the origin of new varieties and
species of phytopagous insects in sympatry. Maynard Smith
(1966) proposed a theoretical model for sympatric speciation
through disruptive selection in a two niche situations. Guy
Bush, studying host-race formation in Rhagoletis pomonella
(Walsh), has been the main defender of sympatric speciation.
It has been shown that the choice of a new host plant can
separate populations just as a mountain, an ocean or a river
can (Gibbons, 1996; Wu, l996; Via, 2001, Frías, 2005, Frías,
2007b). Precopulatory reproductive isolation in sympatry has
been extensively demonstrated in phytophagous insects,
especially in the family Tephritidae of Diptera (Bush, 1969,
1994, Feder et al., 1994, Frías 1989, 2001, 2005). Males and
females show host fidelity and their entire life cycle take
place on host plants. Host fidelity is mainly due to two
classes of odorant: a) characteristic odor released by plants
(Christenson and Foote, 1960) and, b) pheromones released
by males and females on their host plants (Katsoyannos,
1975; Prokopy, 1976). The olfactory system of insects consists
of three classes of proteins: 1) odorant binding protein
(OBPs); 2) olfactory receptors (ORs); and 3) odorant
degrading enzymes (ODEs). OBPs constitute multi-gene
families and consist of two groups: 1) binding proteins of
general odorant; and 2) pheromone binding proteins
(Sanchez-Gracia, 2005). Changes in chemicals of plants and
in proteins of odorant receptors in flies may explain host
changes under sympatry.
Most paradigms of sympatric speciation involve
colonization by a phytophagous insect of an introduced
cultivated host plant (Bush1969, Frías 2007b). Recently
however, a model of sympatric speciation has been
postulated through the co-evolution between species of the
genus Trupanea (Tephritidae) and their host plants of the
genus Haplopappus (Asteraceae), based on the hybridization of
host plants (Frías, 2005). Compared to other models of
sympatric speciation, this is the most parsimonious model of
speciation because the hybrid plant is only distributed to
places where both parental plants coexist, corresponding to a
primary state of the evolution of polyploid complexes in
plants, as has been postulated by Stebbins. The new species
Trupanea simpatrica is associated with hybrid plants and
derived sympatrically from a T. foliosis population, which is
associated with one of the parental plants (Frías, 2005). Since
frequent natural hybridization takes place simpatrically
among angiosperm species (Grant, 1981), the model of
sympatric speciation in phytophagous insects, involving
colonization of newly established hybrid plant species, could
be very common in insects associated with Asteraceae (
Frías, 2005).
Recent studies of molecular biology in the nervous system
of Drosophila provide a basis for understanding how learned
behavior of the larvae could be inherited by the adult. It has
been found that some nerve cells of the cephalic ganglion of
Drosophila larvae contribute to forming the nervous system of
adults. (Gerber and Stocker, 2007). Studies of the parasitoid
wasp Aphidium ervi have demonstrated that odor learning
during immature stages is transferred to adults, suggesting
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that the acquisition of an olfactory memory during the larval
stage persists through metamorphosis (Gutierrez-Ibañez et al.
2007). These findings indicate that host fidelity could also be
determined by behavioral imprinting in the framework of a
neo-Lamarckian model.
Although sympatric speciation by hybridization and
allopolyploidy in plants is widely accepted, Gallardo et al.
(1999) discovered polyploidy in a mammal. This finding
gave a window to sympatric speciation in animals in the
absence of geographic barriers.
Another model of speciation without geographic barriers,
in semi-geographic conditions or parapatric speciation,
occurs through intrinsic barriers caused by chromosomal
rearrangements and negative heterosis of hybrids (White ,
1974;White, 1978; Frías and Atria 1998; Gravilets, 2000). To
refer to these karyotypes changes, Goldschmidt introduced
the concept of “systemic mutation” based on the
transformation of intra-chromosomal pattern. A new
spatially different rearrangement of intrachromosomal
constitution originates from inversion, translocations, or
heterochromatic modifications. And thus a new, stable
system emerges that leads to speciation (Goldschmidt 1943;
Bush, 1982). Stegnii (1996) extends the concept of systemic
mutation incorporating those changes that lead to new
rearrangements of the chromocentric apparatus, as well as
changes related to the chromosome-membrane connection
system.
Goldchmidt’s ideas contributed significantly to
understanding the role of chromosomal rearrangements in
the speciation of certain groups of organisms, especially in
Drosophila species (Dobzhansky, 1973; Brncic, 1957).
However, the roles of heterochromatic changes and
chromocentric apparatus have not been extensively studied.
It has been argued that macroevolution has a relationship to
centromeric and telomeric heterochromatin changes and also
to changes in the chromocentric apparatus for species
belonging to two different phyletic groups, Diptera
(Tephritidae) and Mepraia (Reduviidae). All these
chomosomic rearrangements, especially those in Mepraia spp,
explain how postcopulatory reproductive isolation
mechanisms, without an extrinsic barrier, originated (Frías
and Atria, 1998; Frías, 2009).
CONCLUSION

It is clear that the genetic code is found in structural genes,
lower genes or ancestral genes, which are shared with
viruses and prokaryotes. Apparently however, much of the
genetic program that makes differentiation and development
of a multicellular organisms possible is in non-coding DNA,
where non-transcriptional genes, transposable elements and
endogenous viruses are located. These genes are linked to
the advent of new and vital roles in eukaryotes, such as
chromosome origin, mitosis, meiosis, cell differentiation and
development. However, the genetic program is not only
located in the DNA, but also in higher levels of genomic
organization. It has been argued that DNA methylation is a
stable epigenetic modification and gene imprinting that
evolved independently in angiosperm plants and mammals.
(Hsieh et al., 2009; Gehring et al., 2009). Due to genomic
imprinting, epigenetic changes are inherited in a different
manner from Mendel’s principles.
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The genetic code is universal, here we find the basic
elements of the genetic program responsible for developing a
new organism and new life forms. This program is expressed
or terminated due to genetic and epigenetic information and
external environmental conditions. Speciation always
involves genotypic, epigenotypic and phenotypic leaps.
Small leaps originate species, large leaps originate genera,
other larger leaps originate families, and thus progressively
larger leaps could even explain the emergence of higher
systematic categories.
The great extinction of the Jurassic and the great species
explosion in the Cambrian and the Cretaceous demonstrate
the existence of leaps in the history of organic evolution.
These facts indicate that speciation is not gradual. Natural
selection does not have a creative effect on species, but
rather barriers that the organism must avoid. Intrinsic
epigenetic and genetic factors are responsible for inducing
the formation of new species in new ecological
environments. Neither has atmospheric pressure led to the
creation of birds or butterflies, and as Monod and Jacob said,
“It is just by chance and necessity.” New genomic and
epigenomic combinations randomly emerged, and if
environments are suitable for these new genotypes, the
species are adapted to the environments. Metaphorically
speaking, atmospheric pressure did not create the airplane; it
is the mechanic who adjusts the vehicle to make it fly.
Moreover, the role of viruses in the evolution and
adaptation of prokaryotes and eukaryotes has not been
evaluated in the framework of the synthetic theory. There is
no bridge between virology and evolutionary theory. This is
probably because viruses have long been considered to have
originated from the genome of eukaryotes. They would have
been fragments of RNA or DNA cells that escaped a long
time ago from eukaryotic chromosomes, evolving afterwards
by capturing additional genes from the genomes of their
hosts. Nevertheless, this view has now been challenged by
the discovery of ribozymes and by the surprising homology
between viruses with very distantly related hosts, and by
phylogenetic analyses suggesting that genes might have
flowed from viruses to eukaryotic chromosomes (Fileé et al.,
2003).
If RNA viruses were the first living manifestation, then
they could be molecular fossils of this primitive RNA world
(Chela-Flores, 1994). In this pool, RNA viruses would have
evolved first, followed by retro-elements and DNA viruses.
The virus world concept and these models of major
transitions in the evolution of cells provide complementary
pieces of an emerging coherent picture of the history of life
(Koonin et al., 2006).
The large amount of retroviruses DNA in the human
genome and other eukaryotes, apparently contradicts the
debugging role of natural selection. However, the increase in
repeated DNA with the complexity of higher organisms
shows an adaptive value (Lau and Bartel, 2003). Thus, the
paradox of C-value would not be a paradox (Frías, 2007a). A
large amount of redundant genetic material in eukaryotes
has a viral origin, in particular small RNA, RNA
interference, introns and mobile genetic elements. All these
genetics elements were horizontally acquired, but once
incorporated into the host genome and passing the
Weissman barrier, they were vertically transmitted according
a Mendelian model of heredity. Thus, Steele’s assumption is

probably correct and his model could be expanded to explain
the heredity of the large amount of DNA retrovirus in
eukaryotes. It has been have been found that DNA virus
(polydnvirus) in parasitic wasps could be embedded in the
genome of the host. Both DNA viruses and retroviruses have
a symbiotic relationship with the host.
Findings in the human genome, such as genes from
bacteria, viruses acquired by horizontal transmission and
homologous regions of human genes with other organisms,
such as Drosophila (Katoh and Katoh, 2003), indicate that the
eukaryotic genome is unstable over a long time-scale.
However, it may be a mosaic flow of information from
different sources in a symbiotic co-evolutionary process. The
study of the human genome evolution has concentrated on
humans and their hominid ancestors, without much
attention to other organisms and viruses that also evolved
from the same environments (Van Blerkom, 2003).
With respect to genes of endogenous viruses embedded
in the host genome, there is doubt whether these genes
should be considered foreign or from the host, as occurs with
mitochondrial and chloroplast genes. It is necessary to
establish bridges between viruses and eukaryotic genome
organization to better understanding the role of lateral
genetic transferences in macro-evolutionary processes. In
particular, it is necessary to carry out functional genomics
studies.
Through the contributions of Lynn Margulis (1988), it is
currently accepted that mitochondria and chloroplast are
endosymbionts of bacterial origin. Many biologists also
accept the ecological Gaia hypothesis of Lovelock and
Margulis (1974), where living organism are integrated with
other physical components in our planet in order to maintain
a dynamic balance or homeostasis in the system that
counteracts the second law of thermodynamics. It is likely
that viruses have participated for millions of years as
“workers”, remodeling the eukaryotic genome and
producing evolutionary novelties together with other
classical mechanisms, such as homeotic and systemic
mutations and chromosomic rearrangements, joined to other
factors like epigenesis and heterochrony during
development. All these new molecular aspects uncovered by
the synthetic theory of evolution suggest the need to make a
new evolutionary synthesis.
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